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MESSAGE FROM THE COLLEGE DESK

Koshi College stands out today as a different seat of learning. The eight long years we spent working for this college were arduous. But those years were formative and preparatory. We have gained a greater ground now to work harder with a loftier vision.

With expanding physical structures of all wings of the college, we are placed in a better position to steer ahead. Our graduates have started to shine on career paths and have begun to work for the communities they are in. We have left no stone unturned to work out a system and the system has now begun to work effectively.

We are making a planned move into the days to come. Our focus is on the expansion of more wings, better physical infrastructures, better teaching-learning atmosphere and growing competitively. We know a wakeful move is necessary for an educational institution to make progresses. We are ready with the required spirit & vision.
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Koshi...
is a college famed for creative learning, innovative ideas with culture & character-building environment necessary for personality development.

15 Distinct Reasons to Choose Koshi St. James College

1. Excellent teaching professionals
2. Focus on discipline & decency
3. Spacious & peaceful classrooms
4. Career counseling through scholars and professional experts
5. Attention to individual students
6. Regular student performance assessments
7. Guest lectures from renowned professors & men-of-letters
8. Prime location
9. IT Lab with internet facilities
10. Four college buses to & from Inaruwa, Baklauri, Tarahara, Birat Chowk, Duhabi and areas on the outskirts of the town of Itahari
11. Scholarship schemes for all levels based on academic excellence
12. A well-furnished library with several thousand books on literature, language, art, education, technology, management & so forth
13. Web-based exam results
14. Koshi Readers & Writers’ Circle
15. Internet publications & wall mags for students’ creative writings
Enrollment Procedures
1. Eligible candidates can collect entrance forms either from college administration office or online address:
   www.koshistjames.edu.np/applynow.php to be able to sit for an entrance test.
2. Only successful candidates will be eligible for admission.

Eligibility Criteria
1. SLC pass for +2
2. +2 pass/equivalent for B.Ed. and BBS
3. Bonafide appearance and character

Performance Evaluation Measures
1. Monthly tests
2. Three term exams
   * First term
   * Qualifying
   * Pre-final
3. Project works
4. Practical tests

Activities
* Project works
* Practical classes
* Public speaking
* Inter-faculty & inter-college quiz
* Poetry reading sessions
* Essay writing contests
* Student outreach programmes
* Sports
Activities in images:

- Academic cash award winners
- Koshi football team
- Sports week
- Koshi teachers donating blood
- A student donating blood
- Health check-up
- BBS/B.Ed. III students on educational tour
- Excursion
- B.Ed. III students on a tour
- Sports week
- Famous visitors with Koshi teachers & students
- Inter +2 poetry reading contest
1. Koshi Ambassadorship Award (KAA)

This is a form of scholarship granted to the ambassadors of Koshi College. The college grants full scholarship every year to three toppers of KAA entrance test conducted at the beginning of each academic session. Leading students enjoy the grant through both the years of their higher sec. level studies (+2).

2. Regular Scholarships

A. Based on entrance test

Full scholarship for XI, BBS-I, B.Ed.-I
- entrance topper, streamwise
- 80% above in entrance test

Partial scholarship for XI only
- 70% & above: 100% in admission
- 60% & above: 33% in admission
- 50% & above: 20% in admission

B. Based on term results for all levels

Term exam toppers – Tuition fee for 3 months

Students’ Views

I adore the Koshi slogan for discipline, decorum and dignity. I think these are the true ornaments of humanity. The human side at my college is worth a special mention. Learning here is nothing other than joy.

Gita Dhakal
BBS I

Satisfaction is what one feels first at Koshi College. Teachers are very friendly here. They continue to inspire and encourage to read books. They keep us in touch with celebrity scholars. I feel my spirits are up all the time.

Sareeta Rai
B. Ed. II

Koshi atmosphere in itself is such as can be learnt a lot from. I feel that every single moment I have spent here is a gem. Education comes through fun here and vice-versa. I fondly love my college.

Ashmita Adhikari
B. Ed. I

I joined this college because of its fame as an institution that educates while promoting the values of love, respect and service to the soil and humanity. I love the humanitarian moves the college makes. I love my college, love friends and teachers here.

Mahesh B.K.
Grade - 11
Koshi Team of Teachers

Academic Administration
Mr. Mukunda Ghimire
Principal
Mr. Hom Nath Bhattarai
Co-ordinator

Teaching Faculty

Department of English
Mr. Ramji Timalsin (HOD)
Mr. Manu Manjil
Mr. Ram Dahal
Mr. Naranath Sharma
Mr. Tej Raj Paudel
Mr. Chetnath Niroula
Mr. Anant Kr. Subedi
Mrs. Mira Pokhrel
Mr. Dambar Kr. Nepal

Department of Education
Mr. Tolanath Kafle (HOD)
Mr. Shantiram Dahal
Mr. Ramesh Regmi
Mr. Manoj Kr. Chaudhari
Mr. Bimal Nepal
Mr. Ramesh Thapa
Mr. Sanjiv Kr. Yadav
Mrs. Lokmaya Adhikari
Mr. Kumud Adhikari
Mr. Purushottam Khatiwada

Department of Nepali
Mr. Shalikram Dhakal (HOD)
Mr. Mukunda Ghimire
Mr. Madan Raj Baral
Mr. Hari Narayan Timalsin
Mr. Suresh Ghimire
Mr. Balkrishna Gautam

Department of ICT
Mr. Shashi Shrestha

Department of Management
Mr. Keshab Baruwal (HOD)
Mr. Hom Nath Bhattarai
Mr. Khagendra Adhikari
Mr. Dipendra Karki
Mr. Ram Bahadur Rai
Mr. Binod Gurung
Mr. Krishna Pd. Neupane
Mr. Bijay Khadka
Mr. Surendra Gautam
Mr. Dipak Bhandari
Miss. Niru Shrestha
Mr. Madhav Bhattarai
Mr. Yogendra Poudel

Department of Economics
Mr. Purushottam Nepal (HOD)
Mr. Sukdal Limbu
Mr. Sita Ram Khatiwada
Mr. Saran Kr. Basnet

Accountant/Administrative Officer
Mr. Bidur Singh Niroula

Library
Mrs. Bidhya Shrestha

Office Assistants
Mr. Bhupendra Lama
Mr. Jaydeep Chaudhary
Mr. Ram Bahadur Shrestha
Mr. Sandeep Shah

Vehicle Staff
Mr. Tirtha Majhi
Mr. Kamal Chapagain
Mr. Dev Narayan Chaudhary
Mr. Binod Majhi
Mr. Uttam Khatiwada
Mr. Nirajan Khatiwada

Famous Visitors

Well-known writer/poet
Prof. Dr. Abhi Subedi

Poet Mana Prasad Subba

Writer & film maker
Shekhar Kharel
Koshi St. James College Building

Koshi St. James School Building (Under construction)
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